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The words “camp” and “fire” take on a whole new meaning when they refer to 
an unintentional blaze, rather than a marshmallow roasting session. Minimize fire 
danger at your camp with the following steps.

Evaluate your grounds
“Walk your property and ask yourself, ‘Where is my fire risk if there’s a campfire or 
a lightning strike or someone tosses out a lit cigarette?’” said Col. Andrew Jacob 
of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) 
Forest Rangers and Emergency Management Unit in Albany, N.Y.

Partner with an expert
Your local fire department, your insurance company or an outside consultant can 
all be good resources for fire safety suggestions. “We use all three to ensure 
we’re in line with codes, keeping our fire suppression systems in full working 
order and doing all we can to minimize danger,” said Grant Herman, operations 
director at Camp Manito-wish YMCA in Boulder Junction, Wis. “We also have a 
full risk management audit that includes fire safety every three to four years.”

Conduct regular electrical system checks and 
maintenance
“Call a qualified electrician if you have problems with blowing fuses or tripping 
circuit breakers or a tingling feeling when you touch an appliance,” said Judy 
Comoletti, division manager for public education at the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA). “Other danger signs include discolored or warm wall outlets, 
a burning or rubbery smell coming from an appliance, flickering or dimming 
lights or sparks coming from an outlet.”

Even if there are no apparent problems with your electrical system, schedule an 
annual maintenance check to be sure. And if you remodel or update your facility, 
have a professional electrician handle the work. 

Maintain smoke and fire-monitoring systems
At minimum, each sleeping area should have at least one smoke detector 
installed on or near the ceiling. “In our larger gathering areas, we also 
have air quality systems in the ducts that tie into a monitoring center,” 
said Jared Parker, camp director at the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center in 
Gretna, Neb. 

Check units annually to ensure they’re in good working order.

Minimize fire risk with 
proactive management

(See Proactive management, Page 2)
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Have and maintain the right 
extinguishers 
Camps will typically have four types of extinguishers:

•	 Class	A	for	combustible	materials	like	paper,	wood,	
cardboard and most kinds of plastics. These contain water 
and should never be used on grease fires.

•	 Class	B	for	flammable	or	combustible	liquids	like	oil	and	
kerosene.

•	 Class	C	for	fires	involving	electrical	equipment.

•	 Class	K	for	cooking	oils.	These	are	generally	used	in	
commercial kitchens.

Work with your local fire department to determine the 
extinguishers you should have and in which locations.

Mount extinguishers on a wall — make sure they’re never 
covered or blocked — and give them a quick check at least 
once a month to make sure they are fully charged and ready 
to use. Each extinguisher should get a full maintenance 
inspection at least annually.

Focus on kitchen safety
Camp Manito-wish cleans its kitchen daily to meet health 
standards and minimize grease buildup, plus conducting a 
deep cleaning six times a year. The camp inspects its kitchen 
hood systems — a frequent source of fire danger — twice a 
year. The camp also keeps any equipment with a big energy 
demand — including its walk-in freezers, slicers and built-in 
soup kettles — on separate circuits that are wired to reflect 
the demands of that equipment.

Train staff on fire safety basics. They must know not to 
throw water on a grease fire and not to leave food cooking 
on a stove top unattended — even for only a minute.

Proper fire suppression systems are a must. “We have 
a professionally installed venting hood and alarm system, 
a suppression system over our grills and fryers and regular 
kitchen extinguishers throughout,” Parker said. “There’s no 
open fire cooking, and staff aren’t allowed to work in the 
kitchen unless they’ve been through our fire safety training.”

Maintain dryers regularly. Remember to check lint traps 
after every load. Use rigid ductwork for vents, rather than 
flexible tubing, to prevent dangerous lint buildup.

Store chemicals properly
All chemicals should be stored in airtight containers and kept  
away from heat sources, such as furnaces and hot water heaters. 

Follow responsible indoor fire protocols
Clean chimneys every year to ensure they’re free of debris 
and pests. Use dry hardwood to fuel fireplaces to reduce 
sparks.	Keep	a	fire	screen	in	front	of	the	fireplace.	

Install sprinkler systems
Although not all states require these, they are highly 
recommended. The NFPA finds that sprinklers typically reduce 

the chance of death and severity of property loss by  
one-half to two-thirds in a fire. According to the American Fire 
Sprinkler Association, the per-square-foot cost for installation 
averages $1 to $2 in new construction and $2 to $3 for retrofits. 

Like fire extinguishers, sprinkler systems come in different 
types — chemical (typically used in kitchens), wet (must be in 
an area that is at least 40° F year-round) and dry (which can 
be used in colder temperatures). See the Fall 2011 issue of 
Risk Reporter for Camps and Conference Centers at  
www.churchmutual.com for sprinkler maintenance tips. 

Be safe on the trail
If forest conditions are dry, don’t risk a campfire. When 
conditions permit a fire, follow these tips from the NYSDEC 
Forest Rangers and Emergency Management Unit and the 
NFPA:

•	 Remove	all	flammable	material	from	the	area	around	the	
fire. Scrape away any burnable material within a 10-foot 
diameter circle around the fire. 

•	 Build	your	fire	away	from	overhanging	branches,	steep	
slopes, rotten stumps, logs, dry grass and leaves. Pile extra 
wood away from the fire. 

•	 If	possible,	limit	the	fire	to	established	fire	rings	or	pits.	

•	 Start	small.	Use	small,	dry	fuel	and	slowly	add	more.	
“This gives you the chance to control the fire if the wind 
changes direction or you run into trouble,” Jacob said. 

•	 Stay	small.	Limit	your	campfire	to	less	than	3	feet	high	and	
4 feet wide.

•	 Build	your	fire	with	water	access	in	mind.	A	cooking	fire	with	
an 18- to 24-inch diameter can generally be put out with 
a gallon of water if you add a small amount of water at a 
time. Never rely on your drinking water to put out your fire. 

•	 Add	a	small	amount	of	soap	to	your	water	—	it	will	
penetrate in the burning coals better. “When you can 
touch the ash with the back of your hand — which is more 
sensitive than the front — the fire is safely out,” Jacob 
said. “If the ground is very dry, the fire could burn into 
the ground, so you might need to dig up some soil to 
determine that the fire is really out.”

•	 Never	bury	your	coals	—	they	can	smolder	and	break	out	
into fire.

Conduct regular fire drills and 
supervise campers
“We do a fire drill the first day of every session so that kids 
know exactly what to do and where to go in the event of a 
fire,” Parker said. 

“When it comes to kids and fire, if they have a way to start a 
fire, they probably will,” Jacob said. “Supervision is critical.”
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n Resource: For more information on fire safety,  
visit www.churchmutual.com/fire.
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The four “musts” for zip lines 
Zip lines have been a mainstay at camps for many years and have become increasingly 
popular. About half the states either regulate or are considering regulating zip lines 
(many do so under amusement park guidelines), but camps are wise to adopt recognized 
standards of safe operation regardless of state laws. One respected source for safety in 
this area is the Association for Challenge Course Technology (ACCT), which brings key 
stakeholders together on an annual basis to address, update and improve challenge 
course standards and practices.

The following are key to zip line safety:

1. Conduct ongoing inspections.
“Schedule an annual inspection by a qualified outside vendor with significant building and 
inspecting experience,” said Larry Beatty, president at Jumonville Camp in Hopwood, Pa., 
which follows ACCT standards.

Do a visual inspection every time you operate the line, especially following bad weather. 
“Closely inspect not only your zip line but your pulley, backup system, harness and any 
other related equipment,” Beatty stressed. “Your facilitators must know the problem areas 
to look for.”

2. Have a designated challenge course manager.
“He or she should have thorough training and be able to train your staff and determine 
if they’re qualified to run the zip line,” Beatty said. “Whenever you run the line, you must 
have staff who are qualified and prepared to do a rescue. If your lead facilitator is on the 
zip line and has an equipment issue, there needs to be someone who can rescue them. 
Consider what would happen if you had a lawsuit and ended up in court — would your 
actions and practices be reasonable to a jury?”

3. Provide thorough, frequent facilitator training.
“Camps often spend lots of money on the course and don’t invest in training,” Beatty 
said. “That’s backward. Most accidents occur because of human error.”

Staff should know how to rescue a participant if something goes wrong and should 
practice this extensively. They should know when to close down a course – due to 
impending bad weather, for example — and be aware of emergency procedures. Create 
standard operating procedures and ensure staff members are using them.

4. Be aware of user readiness and guidelines.
Know	the	height	and	weight	minimums	and	limits	that	your	course	was	designed	to	
handle and have equipment that fits the smallest and largest participants.

Remember to think through other zip line aspects too. “Emotional considerations are just 
as important as physical ones,” Beatty said. “Have participants done lead-up activities, 
or are you using the course as an amusement ride? Zip lines are tools to help facilitate 
emotional growth. Consider how they fit into your program goals and objectives.”

WinterSeasonalSpotlight
Take time to conduct a 
property inventory this 
winter
Devastating fires, damaging storms and 
upsetting thefts probably aren’t always top 
of mind — but if disaster strikes, will you be 
prepared? Developing a detailed property 
inventory is one of the first and best steps to 
help ensure that your organization can recover 
quickly after a damaging loss. 

An inventory is crucial when it comes to 
determining adequate amounts of insurance 
coverage before a loss, and it can help speed 
up the claim process after a loss. And if you 
don’t have an inventory already, the slower 
winter season offers an excellent opportunity to 
conduct one. 

Taking an inventory of items at your facility is 
the main process used to determine the net 
worth of a building’s contents. 

The two common types of property inventories 
are written and oral (voice recording). The 
ideal inventory method combines these two 
types with a detailed, written inventory that is 
supported by pictures or video. With a camera 
and attention to detail, an organization can 
easily complete an inventory in a short amount 
of time.

The first step in developing a written inventory 
is to create a work sheet or spreadsheet. The 
work sheet should contain a place to include a 
description and estimated replacement cost of 
the main items in each building — for example, 
window air conditioning units, appliances, 
televisions, audiovisual equipment and furniture. 

It’s also wise to take pictures or video of 
the items listed on the work sheet. Once 
completed, be sure to store a copy of the final 
inventory and its picture or video supplements 
at an off-premises location, such as a safe 
deposit box. Update the property inventory at 
least annually.

Church Mutual provides an inventory survey 
template to help you get started. To download 
a copy at no cost, visit www.churchmutual.com, 
click For Customers, then Inventory Survey.

Edward A. Steele 
Risk Control Manager

Managing Your Risks
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Have you ever been tempted to skip 

background screenings because, say, 

trusted staff vouched for a new hire or 

someone is “just” a volunteer? 

Don’t.

The sad truth is that when it comes to the 

safety of the campers entrusted to your 

care, a gut feeling, a person’s history and 

volunteer-only status 

aren’t enough. According 

to Church Mutual’s 

background screening 

partner, First Advantage, 

144 individuals with 

criminal records apply for 

positions at nonprofit organizations every 

day, and every 11.5 hours, a registered sex 

offender attempts to obtain a position at a 

nonprofit organization.

Best practices demand that your camp 

does regular screenings of every teen and 

adult who crosses paths with your campers. 

We recently spoke with Erin Cunningham, 

director of strategic accounts at  

First Advantage, to learn more.
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Risk Reporter: When do you recommend conducting a background check?
Erin Cunningham: Before hiring and then at regular intervals thereafter. If you 
have seasonal employees who return year after year, it’s a good idea to do 
a check as part of their rehire each season. For year-round employees, I’d 
recommend a rescreen at least once every other year — but annually is ideal.

Risk Reporter: What should that screening include?
Erin Cunningham: It depends on the role they’ll be playing. At minimum, you 
should run each employee and volunteer through the National Criminal File 
Search with sex offender registry listings. Then I’d recommend a county criminal 
record search for each known address. If someone has financial responsibility, 
add a credit search. If the person is driving camp vehicles, check her records 
through the Department of Motor Vehicles. If you’re hiring an employee based 
on his credentials, verify his education and employment history. 

Arrest records and nonconvictions are not included in the criminal records, 
and First Advantage only provides reports that contain pending and existing 
convictions as permitted under applicable laws.

Recognize that there is no one perfect background check. We strongly 
recommend taking a layered approach to learn as much as possible.

Risk Reporter: What steps should you take for those who are under 18 years 
old? 
Erin Cunningham: If an employee or volunteer is under 18 years old, you need 
the consent of a parent or guardian to run a background check, which might 
be worth doing to ensure that she is, indeed, under 18. You will not be able to 
access the criminal records of a juvenile. We typically recommend you ask for 
other indicators that speak to character, such as personal letters of reference 
(followed up by a telephone call) or a transcript of her grades. 

Risk Reporter: How much does a screening cost, and how long does it take?
Erin Cunningham: Screenings are surprisingly affordable. For  
Church Mutual customers who apply for a First Advantage account  
through www.churchmutual.com/screen, it can cost less than $10 to do  
a multilayer check. Screening time depends on the types of checks you  
run, but our overall average is 1.9 days, excluding account setup time.

Risk Reporter: What should a camp do next if it uncovers a criminal record?
Erin Cunningham: If the offense is one that goes against your hiring policy, 
address the charges with the candidate. If you choose to hire the candidate 
despite a criminal record, be sure to document your reasons.

n Church Mutual customers can receive discounted background screening rates  
by applying for a First Advantage account at www.churchmutual.com/screen.


